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MRtestimonialÂ . really start to be in

trouble, but when you get the ball out of
your hands in the middle of the field, the

only thing that counts is speed and
precision. We really come into focus a
little bit after the first two-minute drill.
Again, you talk about the time to throw
and the time to get the ball out of your

hands, and the biggest thing is execution.
When you have the opportunity to put the

ball in an optimal place at a time, the
execution is going to be a lot better. Eric

M. Thomas/Associated Press The Lady
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Fighting Irish were outmatched by the
Lady Bulldogs in most ways, including

turnovers. How big were those for you?
Moehlman: I don't really look at turnovers

a lot. You just have to play to your
strengths. We were able to take care of

the ball and force turnovers from the
3-point line. When you're able to take
care of the ball, then you're able to

control the game a lot better. Against
Notre Dame, they were able to score, but
they just couldn't score efficiently. So, we

were able to take care of the ball and
keep them off the glass. It doesn't really

matter how many or how few possessions
you have, but being able to take care of
the ball allows you to run the clock down
and wear them out. Oliveira: We really
were able to force turnovers. I think we
had 19 when the game was on the line.
And, defensively, we did a great job, but
we just weren't able to convert on those

turnovers. But, like Coach Moehlman said,
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we can't look at them individually,
because we have a lot of great defenders.
I think that the bottom line for us is that

the turnover is good for us. We were able
to keep their offense off the court

because they had to make plays and
make decisions, and we were able to take
advantage of that. So, when you have a

chance to force turnovers, it's really good
for you. Why have coaches' conferences

become such a big part of college
basketball culture? Oliveira: I think they
are good. If you have a chance to talk to

a coach
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112.40 kB mp4 10 min Širenje: Mi nismo
andjeli (1992) 399.44 1,087 125 kB
Zapisnik: (1992) Mrtav ladan (2002)

65.98 1,088 52 kB Zapisnik: Video: Mrtav
Ladan Domaci Film 31 Najbolji domaÄ‡i

filmovi / Best Serbian Films Mi nismo
andjeli 1 / 1992 Domaci film. Mrtav ladan
ceo film za gledanje - PngLine. CD / DVD
MIRJE HRUH - KOMENTIRAJ // Mrtav ladan
(2002) domaci film - Zvukovi. Mrtav ladan

(2002) film domaci. 10 minut – domaci
(čuven): Mrtav “ladan” ceo film (HD) – sa

njihove duete “” i
“MrtavLadanDomaciFilmCeoFilmOnline.

10 minut – domaci (čuven): Mrtav “ladan”
ceo film (HD) – sa njihove duete “” i

“MrtavLadanDomaciFilmCeoFilmOnline.
Mrtav Ladan Domaci Film 31. Watch and

download Mrtav Ladan (2002) domaci film
(2002) - DVD in high quality. Follow all
the reviews, news and discussion. 32.2
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